During the period of this report work progressed on the design and implementation in analog hardware of a parametrically modulated logistic processing element for use in the construction of fast analog Parametrically Coupled Logistic Map Networks. The design is based on a periodically driven spiking neuron circuit
In preceding work we put forth the hypothesis that the basic functional unit in the cortex is not the single neuron but is the neuronal assembly or netlet and that the behavior of a neüet can be mathematically modeled by a parametrically modulated logistic map, a nonlinear iterative mapping on the unit interval. We also presented evidence of the utility of such processing elements in the modeling of cortical networks and introduced a new family of networks which we named Parametrically Coupled Logistic Map Networks (abbreviated PCLMNs) that are increasingly appearing to be key to efficient simulation and study of higher-level functions performed by the cortex which is the seat of all higher-level brain functions. The advantages of developing the theoretical and practical foundations for such Corticonic networks should be obvious especially for the development of new generation of machines with brain-like intelligence that goes beyond the capabilities of present day neural and connectionist models.
The advantage of using maps to model the cortex is that the map captures the complexity and richness of the continuous-time dynamics of cortical tissue usually described in terms of a very large-number of coupled nonlinear first-order differential equations whose numerical simulation is computationally extensive and time consuming. In contrast the iterative and discrete-time nature of the dynamics of PCLMNs lends itself readily to efficient rapid numerical computations. Furthermore each of the N parametrically coupled logistic maps (PCLMs) forming a PCLMN of N processing elements, (PEs) represents a cortical module or netlet with tens of thousands of neurons. A PCLMN of N=100 PEs would therefore be functionally equivalent to a cortical patch of 10 to 10 neurons. PCLMNs may therefore constitute a breakthrough in the modeling of brain function because of this number efficiency and the high degree of abstraction of cortical organization and function that they incorporate.
As stated, because of their discrete-time dynamics PCLMNs have the advantage of easy simulation on digital computer. Most of our simulations to-date, of a network of a PCLMN of typically N=100 units, were carried out on a PC in reasonable but finite time. Therefore, during the period of this report we initiated a study of the feasibility of building PCLMNs in fast analog hardware to enable real-time operation. Specifically we studied the feasibility of implementing an arbitrary map on the unit interval in analog hardware. The results obtained so far are quite encouraging and show that this is possible. We find that a simple spiking circuit we used earlier to study spiking neuron dynamics can be made to synthesize a class of nonlinear iterative maps on the interval that include the logistic map, tent map, and sine-circle map by simply altering the waveform of a periodic modulation applied the resting potential (the extinction voltage) of the -1-spiking-neuron circuit. The advantage of such a design is that the nature of the PEs in a PCLMN employing such analog PEs can be altered at will to any form of desired map by simply changing the waveform of the periodic modulation applied to the resting potentials of the spiking neuron circuit.
Examples of the results obtained in analog synthesis of arbitrary maps so far are presented in the attached internal memo entitled: Analog Realization of Arbitrary Maps on the Interval. We believe this is the first successful implemention of arbitrary maps in analog hardware. The ability to program the nature of the map at will by altering the nature of its periodic driving signal paves the way for a new class of analog computers with bifurcation processing elements that are capable of altering their functional behavior depending on the nature of the input they receive, or in other words:, depending on the "meaning" of the input they receive. In the circuit developed, the input would be applied to the threshold voltage of the spiking neuron circuit, that of a programmable unijunction transistor neuron (PUTON) or one equivalent to it.
The state variable X(n) of the maps described in the attached memo was obtained by measuring the modulu 2% phase of the periodic driving waveform at the instants of spiking of the PUTON circuit with the aid of an hp 5371A Frequency and Time Interval Analyzer. Work now is in progress to design a simple circuit to be added to the PUTON circuit to carry out the phasemeasurement so that the output of the composite circuit would be an analog voltage, ranging between [0,1], whose value represents the normalized modulu 2% value of X(n) = cot n where co is the frequency of the periodic driving waveform and t n n=l,2,.... is the instant of the n-th spike. With this addition we would have a complete programmable circuit of an arbitrary map on the interval with analog state-variable that can be used in the construction of corticonic networks suitable for the study of higher-level brain function. Such corticonic networks would ultimately find use in the learning and recognition of spatio-temporal signals of the kind encountered in NCTR, sonar, and other similar applications involving dynamic input patterns something that is presently outside the capabilities of present day neural net and connectionist models. >. s
